Sit On Kayaks manufactured by Tootega, Wilderness Systems &
Islander.

All of our kayaks are made in the UK
We have carefully selected the best kayaks from these quality
brands for their cutting edge design and suitability for paddling
in Cornwall.
Whatever your intended use, with over twenty designs of sit on
kayak in stock we will have the perfect model available.
We also have an excellent range of fishing kayaks with prices to
suit all pockets and custom upgrades to any model.

We will match any
online price
must be in stock
include delivery cost

Piece, Redruth, Cornwall TR16 6SF UK 01209 211977

Wilderness
Systems

www.wildthings-canoes.co.uk

2022

Tootega

Pulse 85 2.6m x 72cm 18kg capacity 14st/90kg
Pulse 95 2.9m x 77cm 21kg capacity 20st/125kg (optimum max 18st)

£525

The best surfing sit on top and an ideal beach kayak but versatile enough to be used for
exploring the coastline and rivers. A very nice looking kayak which is comfortable and
stable for its width with some good features. The channelled and continuously rockered
hull with a very lifted bow make it very manoeuvrable in the surf with enough control to
ride along a steep wave face. Built in carry handles at the bow and stern and effective
grips in the centre. Cockpit hatch, rear cargo well and recessed fittings to take surf
backrest £42 or Tootega seat £70, and thighstraps £45.
Pulse 85 Hydrolite 14kg £575
Pulse 85/95 Huntsman (inc seat) £595

Kinetic 100

£625

3.1m x 74cm 22kg capacity 22st/140kg (optimum max 18st)
Features a unique fully adjustable skeg system for excellent tracking, together with a
fast low-drag hull gives a swift and easy paddle. A medium high capacity and plenty of
storage make this an excellent all-round kayak which bridges the gap between
beach/play and more serious distance touring. The bow is high for drier paddling in
choppy conditions yet quite narrow for faster paddling and the hull is stable but not too
wide. Excellent attention to detail, truly versatile.
Options: seat £70, thighstraps £45.
Kinetic Hydrolite 18kg
£675
Kinetic Huntsman including seat, 2 fishing rod holders & graphics
£695

Tootega

The “Land Rovers” of sit on kayaks
Sector/Prophecy 110 330cm x 76cm 27kg capacity 22st/ 140kg ( rec max 19st)
Sector/Prophecy 135 410cm x 77cm 30kg capacity 25st / 160kg (rec max 22st)
Very capable touring and fishing kayaks with 2 large hatches and built with top British
quality. Available in Sector and higher specification “Huntsman” angling version and
“Prophecy” deluxe version. Loads of storage space for a kayak of this size with good
speed and excellent stability from it’s double concave hull. Both sizes handle chop and
crosswinds very well. All models include deluxe seat.
Sector 110 Huntsman
Sector 135 Huntsman
£895
Prophecy 110
Prophecy 135
Prophecy 110 Huntsman £895
Prophect 135 Huntsman

Pulse 120 Tandem

£795

3.7m x 84cm 29kg Capacity 29st/185kg (optimum max 26st)
A lightweight and compact tandem based on the successful Pulse solo kayaks, surf
oriented hull yet with good directional paddling. This is the ideal double kayak for
playing around on the beach, catching a few waves and exploring the adjacent cliffs.
Sporty yet stable, very manoeuvrable and the easiest double from which to swim and
re-enter, great for summer fun. Good leg length, twin hatches and water bottles, rear
cargo well and a small seat for kids up to about 6 years of age. Deluxe Seats £70 ea

Huntsman angler (inc 2 seats and 4 fishing rod holders)

£895

Islander

Islander Koa

(inc seat)

Sport £545

2.6m x 74cm 17kg Capacity 18st/115kg (optimum max 14st)
New compact beach oriented model which is quite directional to paddle so also suitable
for crusing a few miles. Very nice handles at each side of the cockpit for solo lifting as
well as at bow and stern.

Islander Calypso

(inc seat)

£575

3.0m x 77cm 22kg capacity 22st/145kg (optimum max 16st)
Excellent all-rounder with a high capacity but very comfortable for paddlers of all sizes.
A fine uplifted bow with lots of flare gives dry directional paddling yet the stable centre
hull section makes it very stable. Good for all sea conditions. Plenty of room in the
cockpit which has moulded-in footrests and a small hatch as well as the larger bow
hatch. A large rear tankwell and rear deck designed to take fishing rod holders also
make this a great budget fishing kayak. Excellent moulded-in side carry handles.

Islander

Islander Strike

£795

4.1m x 81cm 34kg Capacity 29st/180kg (optimum max 24st)
A very stable kayak with a large uncluttered cockpit and supportive integrated backrest.
Fully outfitted with 2 flush rod holders and a Scotty rodholder on the centre console.
Huge rear tankwell and large bow hatch as well as a small hatch in the cockpit.
This is also our kayak of choice for larger paddlers.

Islander Paradise Tandem

(inc seats)

£695

4.0m x 85cm 30kg Capacity 32st/200kg (optimum max 26st)
Easily the best tandem there is for solo paddling and also great with a smaller paddler
in the front. It has a very fine bow and a clean efficient hull for minimum drag and
excellent speed. A deep, narrow keel means it tracks exceptionally well in cross winds
with lighter (or single) paddlers and the narrow deck allows for that all-important proper
paddle stroke. Exciting to paddle yet still has ample stability for small to average sized
paddlers. The centre seat for solo paddling is properly moulded and has associated
moulded-in footrests (nb. centre seat cannot be used by a passenger).

Wilderness Systems

Tarpon 100

£795

3.0m x 76cm 25kg Capacity 23st/145kg (optimum max 18st)
Well designed short touring model with easily the highest specification of any brand of
kayak at this size. Ideal for the beach, lake, fishing, touring etc. the Tarpon 100 can do
just about anything and is a wonderful kayak. Twin hatches which can be opened with
one hand, a large rear tankwell and the fantastic Wilderness Systems AirPro Phase3
seating system. Also fitted with the new SlideTrax accessory system.
The bow and stern are heavily flared giving a dry ride in choppy seas. As with all
models in the Tarpon range the hull is a conventional touring/sea kayak hull meeting
the best performance/stability criteria, a design that has evolved over hundreds of
years.

Tarpon 120

£895

3.6m x 74cm 30kg Capacity 25st/160kg (optimum max 19st)
Start to feel the difference with faster paddling speed and superb tracking. Extra rocker
makes the 120 well suited to venturing further on larger expanses of open water or the
coast. A little narrower than the 100 with a fine flared bow and stern. Large front hatch
and huge rear tankwell, medium sized hatch in the cockpit and integrated Air Pro Phase
3 adjustable seating system.

Tarpon 100 & 120 Angler

+£80

Makes an excellent fishing kayak with lots of flexibilty provided by the slidetrax system.
Price includes 2 flush rodholders, Scotty universal and track adaptor.

Wilderness Systems

Wilderness Systems Tarpon 130 Tandem

£745

4.0m x 86cm 31kg Capacity 40st/250kg (optimum max 36 st)
An exceptionally versatile double which can be paddled solo or tandem and comes with
integral hinged seats and 2 small hatches. Maximum use has been made of the interior
space to allow children to travel with adults, in fact it will take up to 3 under tens with
smaller adults. For families it has proven more popular than triple kayaks because of
the staggered seating.
This double paddles extremely well due to the fine flared bow and the integral skeg at
the stern giving a comfortable dry ride. A lovely stable paddle for larger paddlers for
whom the integral backrests give unequalled support to the lower back.

Weights of kayaks: all kayaks are measured by us and include the
weight of the seat(s), whether included in the price or not.
On the whole you will find the weights that manufacturers publish vary enormously.

Accessories (small sample selection shown)
Palm Deluxe Seat

£62

Full height padded backrest, wider and very supportive

Tootega Deluxe Seat a touch softer and narrower

£70

Palm Surf Backrest

£42

performance paddling

Tootega Thighstraps
Padded thighstraps for paddlers who want to perform more ‘sporty’
manoeuvres. Allows a better paddling posture.

£45

Leash
Coily leash to attach paddle to Sit On Kayak

£25

Paddles
Ainsworth PC - aluminium shaft, red polycarbonate blades

£85

Ainsworth AFT - aluminium shaft, smaller blades

£85

Streamlyte - glassfibre shaft, performance kinetic blades

£105

Quest Buoyancy Aid
Simple waistcoat style buoyancy aid

junior/youth

£49

adult

£56

Palm Meander highBack buoyancy aid
Especially designed for sit on top backrests, pocket

£85

Misc
Roofrack straps

3.5m / 4.5m

Overboard Drybags 20li / 30li

£18 / £20
Heavy duty

Rackguard

Roofrack boat lock

Pro-Trolley

Fits all kayaks, excellent

Fishing rod holder For all kayaks, 6 types from

Huge range of fishing accessories.

£28 / £30
£20
£110
£10-£30

